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1. Why are KCBT HRW Weekly Wheat Options being listed? 
The addition of KCBT HRW Weekly Wheat options complements the standard options contract by offering market 
participants increased trading flexibility in managing their existing option positions, as well as increased trading 
opportunities due to the many advantages offered by these options.  First, market participants do not have to pay 
for the time value inherent in a longer-dated option, making option trading more affordable.  In addition, Weekly 
options enable targeted trading based on high impact economic events occurring in specific time frames, such as 
USDA crop reports and weather forecasts. 

 

2. How do KCBT HRW Weekly Wheat options work? 
They are essentially short-dated serial options that have the same contract specifications — American style exercise, 
strike price ranges, strike price increments, minimum option premium increments, daily and final settlement — as 
the KCBT HRW standard or serial Wheat options.  The only distinction is their listing cycle and ticker symbols. Three 
Weekly options will be listed at a time, each with about 28 days to expiration upon its initial listing date. 
 

3. What are the ticker symbols for the KCBT HRW Weekly Wheat options contracts? 
The ticker symbol for CME Globex is OE1-5, and the ticker symbol for Open Outcry is OK1-5. 

 

4. What is the naming convention for KCBT HRW Weekly Wheat options? 
The naming convention is Symbol + Week of the Month + Month Code + Year.  For example, the CME Globex symbol 
for a weekly option expiring on the third Friday in October 2013 is OE3V13. 
 

5. When do they expire? 
KCBT HRW Weekly Wheat options will be listed to expire every Friday, except for those Fridays on which standard or 
serial options are scheduled to expire.  They will not be listed for expiration on the same date as the expiration of a 
standard or serial option.  Thus, every Friday there will be KCBT HRW Wheat option expiring:  a standard, a serial, or 
a weekly option.  In cases where Friday is a holiday, the Weekly option that would otherwise be scheduled to expire 
will expire on the preceding Exchange business day.  

 

 
There is no Week 4 July 2013 KCBT HRW Weekly Wheat option, because the August serial Wheat option expiration 
occurs on that Friday.  There is also no Week 4 August 2013 KCBT HRW Weekly Wheat option, because the 
September standard Wheat option expiration occurs on that Friday.   

First Trade                                        

Date
Week

Expiration                                          

Date

Open Outcry                                                           

Symbol

CME Globex 

Symbol                                                              
Underlying Futures

Monday, July 01, 2013 1 Friday, July 05, 2013 OK1N13 - Weekly Wheat Option OE1N13 - Weekly Wheat Option Sep-13

Monday, July 01, 2013 2 Friday, July 12, 2013 OK2N13 - Weekly Wheat Option OE2N13 - Weekly Wheat Option Sep-13

Monday, July 01, 2013 3 Friday, July 19, 2013 OK3N13 - Weekly Wheat Option OE3N13 - Weekly Wheat Option Sep-13

Monday, June 24, 2013 N/A Friday, July 26, 2013 August Serial Option August Serial Option Sep-13

Monday, July 08, 2013 1 Friday, August 02, 2013 OK1Q13 - Weekly Wheat Option OE1Q13 - Weekly Wheat Option Sep-13

Monday, July 15, 2013 2 Friday, August 09, 2013 OK2Q13 - Weekly Wheat Option OE2Q13 - Weekly Wheat Option Sep-13

Monday, July 22, 2013 3 Friday, August 16, 2013 OK3Q13 - Weekly Wheat Option OE3Q13 - Weekly Wheat Option Sep-13

Thursday, February 09, 2012 N/A Friday, August 23, 2013 September Standard Option September Standard Option Sep-13

Monday, August 05, 2013 5 Friday, August 30, 2013 OK5Q13 - Weekly Wheat Option*** OE5Q13 - Weekly Wheat Option*** Dec-13

WEEKLY OPTIONS ON KCBT HRW WHEAT FUTURES* EXPIRATION CALENDAR
Highlighted lines represent changes in underlying futures delivery month (eg, September 2013 versus December 2013)

July 2013 Expirations

August 2013 Expirations
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For the Weeks 1, 2 and 3 options expiring in August, the September 2013 Wheat futures contract is the underlying 
reference because all of these weekly options expire prior to the expiration of the September standard KCBT HRW 
Wheat option.  However, for the Week 5 option expiring in August, the December 2013 Wheat futures contract 
becomes the underlying reference, because this weekly option expires after the expiration of the September 
standard option.    
 

6. At what time do they expire? 
Similar to standard and serial options, the final settlement for an expiring KCBT HRW Weekly Wheat option will be 
based upon the daily settlement price of its underlying futures contract (generally as of 1:15 p.m., Central Time) on 
the Weekly option’s last trading day.  Whether the expiring option is in‐ or out‐of‐the‐ money, for the purpose of 
exercise assignments, will be determined at this time.  Any Weekly option that is at‐the‐money, in the sense that its 
strike price is identical to the underlying futures settlement price, will be considered to have expired out‐of‐the‐
money.  KCBT HRW Weekly Wheat options that expire in-the‐money shall be automatically exercised unless contrary 
instructions are given to CME Clearing no later than 6:00 p.m., Chicago time. (CME Clearing Firms may require earlier 
notification of contrary instructions.) 

 

7. Do KCBT HRW Weekly Wheat options exercise physically or by cash settlement? 
Each KCBT HRW Weekly Wheat option exercises physically into its underlying futures contract.  If a weekly option 
expires prior to the expiration date of the nearby related standard option, then the Weekly option will exercise into 
the nearby underlying futures.  If the Weekly option expires after the expiration date of the nearby related standard 
option but before the expiration date of the nearby underlying futures, then it will exercise into the first‐deferred 
underlying futures.    

 

8. When will a new KCBT HRW Weekly Wheat option be listed? 
The Exchange will list new Weekly options for expiration approximately four weeks hence, on the weekend following 
the latest weekly option expiration. 

 

9. Will a new Weekly option be listed on the weekend following expiration of a standard or serial 
option? 

The Exchange will not list new Weekly options for trading on the weekend following expiration of standard or serial 

KCBT HRW Wheat options. 

10. Will the introduction of Weekly options cause any changes in the schedule of listings or expirations 
for standard or serial KCBT HRW Wheat options? 

The expiration schedule for standard and serial options will remain the same. 
 
 

For more information visit www.cmegroup.com/KCBT, or contact: 
 

Randy Shao   
312-648-3795  
renyuan.shao@cmegroup.com 
 

Joanna Litchfield 
312 338 2653 
joanna.litchfield@cmegroup.com 
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